[Sleep-related respiratory disorders: early detection and follow-up by close patient contact].
Sleep apnoea (SA) ist a challenge to clinical research, since it occurs in up to 10% of the male professionally active population. It is indeed a challenge in respect of diagnosis, clinical aspects and therapy. SA is not only responsible for mental handicaps during daytime caused by disturbed sleep (increased tendency to doze or fall asleep, proneness to accidents), it will also enhance morbidity and mortality in aspect of cardiopulmonary and cardiovascular diseases (hypertension, cardiac insufficiency, disturbances of cardiac rhythm). All kinds of secondary and/or subsequent damage are reversible, provided diagnosis and rigidly introduced and maintained treatment have been performed well in time. SA can be diagnosed, treated and followed up by means of methods that can be flexibly employed outside the hospital, i.e. on an outpatient basis, such as questionnaires, MESAM IV, behavioural counselling, drug therapy). Within the framework of the current three-year project a stepwise concept was developed for diagnosis and treatment that also includes outpatient examination procedures. This system integrates anamnesis, outpatient monitoring, sleep laboratory, therapy and therapy control into a comprehensive feedback system of patient care. The following standardised procedural steps are included in the outpatient part of this system: baseline examination, treatment that can be performed on an outpatient basis, short-term, medium-term and long-term therapy follow-up. If these steps do not yield satisfactory results or if there is a high acute risk, the patient is subjected to in-patient treatment. At present, 683 first examinations and 420 follow-ups have been recorded.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)